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DAVOS:  Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras readied to lock
horns with his eurozone foe German Finance Minister
Wolfgang Schaeuble yesterday in what is certain to be one of
the headline events at the World Economic Forum in Davos.

Leftist leader Tsipras burst on to the international scene a
year ago, winning elections on a promise to face down
Greece’s eurozone creditors which triggered six months of tur-
bulent negotiations that nearly saw Athens thrown out of the
euro.

Twelve months to the week since he was elected, the 41-
year-old premier is in Davos brushing shoulders with bankers
and billionaires after caving to the eurozone leaders last July
by agreeing a drastic third bailout in return for major reforms
his government had until then resisted.

“Talking with Sigmar Gabriel at Davos, we stressed the
importance of reviving the economy with socially just
reforms,” Tsipras said in a tweet, after meeting with Germany’s
vice-chancellor on the sidelines of the forum on Wednesday.

He also met with European Economics Affairs
Commissioner Pierre Moscovici and US Vice President Joe
Biden. “The leaders agreed on the importance of moving for-
ward as quickly as possible on Greece’s economic reforms,
including serious discussions with creditors on debt relief,” the
White House said in a statement after the talks with Biden.

Later on Thursday Tsipras sits on a panel with Germany’s
powerful finance minister Schaeuble who negotiated hard
against Tsipras and his flamboyant then-finance minister Yanis
Varoufakis during an epic battle of wills last year.

More pension reforms 
The duel between Greece and its 18 eurozone part-

ners ended at a July summit with Tsipras signing up to a
84 billion euro bailout that saved Athens from default.

Also present at the panel on Thursday will be France’s
reform-minded Prime Minister Manuel Valls and Dutch
Prime Minister Mark Rutte, who currently leads the EU’s
six-month rotating presidency.

Moscovici told AFP on Wednesday that Greece’s latest
proposal to cut the cost of its pension system is ambi-
tious but still falls short of creditors’ demands. Greece
spends a greater percentage of its GDP on pensions than
any other EU country, and has proposed a wide-ranging
plan that  has  been broadly  welcomed by creditors
though caveats remain.

“This plan is global and has an ambition that is clearly
greater than what has been done in the past,” Moscovici
said. “But that said, we believe that serious discussions
are still needed to fix the right parameters,” he added.

Greece must save 1.8 billion euros from state spend-
ing on pensions under the three-year bailout that is
overseen by the European Commission, the EU’s bailout
fund, the European Central Bank and the IMF in July.

Those reforms are necessary in order for creditors to
then open talks about reducing Greece’s huge debt, a
k e y  d e m a n d  o f  b o t h  T s i p r a s  a n d  t h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Monetary Fund that is worried about the country’s debt
load. —AFP
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DAVOS: (L -R) French Prime Minister Manuel Valls, Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, Eni company
Chairman of the Board, Emma Marcegaglia and German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble attend a ses-
sion at the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual meeting in Davos yesterday. —AFP
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Gulf Air to get 16 Boeing 
787-9 Dreamliners 

MANAMA: Gulf Air will secure 16 Boeing 787-9 Dreamliners
under a restructured order worth $4.2 billion, the Bahraini car-
rier said in a statement yesterday. The 787-9s are scheduled to
be delivered from the second quarter of 2018 and will replace
16 Boeing 787-8s which had been ordered previously, accord-
ing to the statement which did not give details about the pre-
vious order. Bahrain’s national carrier has gone through a
lengthy restructuring which aims to return the loss-making air-
line to profit. It reported an annual loss of 62.7 million dinars
($166.3 million) for 2014, down from a loss of 93.3 million
dinars in 2013.  

Egyptian Refining Co 
to start production

CAIRO: The Egyptian Refining Company, a subsidiary of
one of Egypt’s largest investment companies Qalaa
Holdings, will start production at its $3.7 billion oil refinery
in the first quarter of 2017, managing director Mohammed
Saad said. The refinery, which has a capacity to produce 4.2
million tons of refined products annually, the largest in
Egypt, will start trial production by the end of 2016, Saad
said.    “We have completed so far 80 percent of the con-
struction work and we will complete the rest in November
then start trial operations before we start production in the
first quarter of 2017,” he said.    Qalaa owns 19 percent of
the Egyptian Refining Company (ERC), which will convert
lowest value fuel oil into middle and light distillates that
Egypt needs for its domestic consumption.

Oman to establish 
first budget airline

DUBAI: Oman plans to establish its first budget airline
to boost tourism as the plunge in global oil prices
encourages the country to diversify its economy
beyond oil and gas production. Muscat National
Development and Investment Co (MNDIC) - a venture
involving the Muscat municipal government and sev-
eral state funds including the State General Reserve
Fund, Oman’s top sovereign wealth fund - said it had
been awarded an air services operator licence by the
Public Authority for Civil Aviation. The airline will help
meet Oman’s strong air traffic demand, expected to
grow 40 percent by 2019, and complement its real
estate and entertainment projects, MNDIC’s chief
executive Khalid bin Hilal Al-Yahmadi said in a state-
ment seen yesterday. He did not reveal a time frame
for establishing the airline or describe its plans to
obtain planes.

Saudi to issue 20bn
riyals of bonds 

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s government has contacted local
banks to sell them local currency bonds worth 20 billion riyals
($5.3 billion), which will be allocated next week, the Maaal
financial website reported yesterday, citing unnnamed
sources. The pricing, tenor and other details of the bonds were
not disclosed. The government has been issuing 20 billion
riyals of domestic bonds every month for the last several
months, to help cover a budget deficit created by low oil
prices. The last issue was in mid-December.  

DUBAI: The chief executive of Saudi Telecom (STC)
believes that owning 50 percent of Kuwaiti affiliate Viva
would be reasonable, he told Saudi-owned television
channel Al-Arabiya yesterday.

The kingdom’s leading telecommunications operator
holds 26 percent of Viva but announced in November it
would launch a voluntary tender offer to acquire up to

100 percent of the Kuwaiti firm.
However, its offer price of 1 dinar ($3.29) per share was

dismissed as “not fair” by Viva’s board last month. STC still
went ahead at the same price with the tender, which is
due to close on Jan 31. “I think that the total of 50 percent
is considered reasonable in Viva,” Khaled al-Biyari told the
television channel in an interview on the sidelines of the

Davos gathering.
STC on Wednesday reported a 20 percent drop in

fourth-quarter profit as the benefits of higher revenue
were wiped out by rising service costs and expenses. The
Saudi firm’s shares were trading 0.9 percent higher at
1005 GMT. Viva’s shares closed flat at 0.99 dinars in
Kuwait. —Reuters
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